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JUWELIS Global Advantage AG
Offers capital to selected JUWELIS state-of-art projects
mainly so we can address the most pressing challenges
in niches on a global scale.

1. 

JUWELIS Asset Mgmt GmbH
Carries out sales & distribution transactions and
concludes contracts suitable to promote the company’s
purpose as main management function directly and/or
indirectly for all JUWELIS entities.

3. 

JUWELIS Digital Systems AG
Offers various solutions to pave the pathway for
companies and partners to adopt the next generation of
fiat and crypto investments as well as customized
blockchain developments.

2. 

JUWELIS Trade & Invest AG
Operates with a core purpose to sell and trade in all kinds
of goods and collaborate with other companies within
Switzerland and worldwide, including businesses directly
and indirectly related to our cause.

4. 

JUWELIS Aurora Mgmt AG
Offers a wide array of services and opportunities to our
partners (Real Estate, Blockchain technologies, licenses,
network building, Venture Capital Investment, M&A,
Renewable Energy).

5. JUWELIS Germany Mgmt GmbH
Focusses on planning, implementation, and development
of EU Projects in the field of renewable energies, drinking
water treatment and sewage systems, infrastructure, and
much more.

6. 

JUWELIS Human Care Ass.
We are personally and proactively involved with selected,
well-reputed charities globally and guarantee proper
distribution of donated goods and funds.

7. 

Global VAT Refund GmbH
Offers the highest level of VAT refund services with in-
house experts and state-of-art IT solutions as well as with
the help of international tax attorneys and tax advisors in
collaboration with Global VAT Refund AG.

9. 

Global VAT Refund AG
Reclaims foreign Value-Added-Tax (VAT) for global
enterprises for over 20 years with a 98% success rate,
using latest IT technologies.

8. 

CASIUS Treuhand AG
Offers trust services in Switzerland for hand selected
clients, corporations, and non-profit organizations since
2000 to fulfill the clients’ inquiries with tailor made
structures and solutions.

10. 

11. JUWELIS Bulgaria Holding EOOD12. 14. 

Company 
Overview

JUWELIS Global Adv. Fund SLP

A Luxembourg Alternative Investment Fund (AIF)
following ESG criteria.

Newest JUWELIS subsidiary, developing a 
variety of projects in Bulgaria following ESG criteria.

LAC Capital Mgmt AG

Alternative financing structured plans for JUWELIS
project funding only.
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